
 
  

Bears are moving about the mountain.  Two bear cart breach 
attempts by bears have been unsuccessful, but recently, a cart 
on Cougar was broken into. How is this possible?   
 
Bear-resistant carts are rigorously tested by bears for at least 
an hour; if a bear cannot open it, it is deemed “bear re-
sistant”. From the report on Cougar, the bear bent the lid and 
destroyed the clips, meaning he heavily worked on it for a long 
time.  Bears are VERY smart and have a keen sense of 
smell. This video shows the testing of a cart with a grizzly 
bear, so you can see how much work it is for a bear! 

  
IT IS VERY IMPORTANT TO MAKE SURE THAT BEARS ARE 
NOT DRAWN ONTO YOUR PROPERTY WITH ATTRACTANTS 

 
Rotting garbage and strong odours should not be left outside.  Instead, these items 
should be kept indoors and/or frozen until garbage pickup day.  No garbage is se-
cure if there are odours or it is so full it doesn’t close properly.   
 
If you leave garbage out in a bag, please consider putting it in a garbage can with a 
secure lid. 
 
All garbage receptacles must be clean and best practice is to spray garbage and re-
cycling with a mild bleach/water solution, especially when garbage/ recycling is 
placed outside. 
 
PLEASE:  NO bird feeders, pet food, unclean BBQ’s or compost that is not managed 
properly for bear country.  Talk with your neighbours so that you are helping each 
other out with minimizing attractants.  This is imperative. 
  
Conservation Officers are doing community audits around the Okanagan to         
PREVENT bears from becoming a problem around homes.   
 
This involves community education so that we are not part of the problem.  
 
Our community has done a great job so far! Let’s continue to be BEAR AWARE! 
  

WildSafe BC requests that residents report any sightings or potential or actual 
wildlife conflict on our properties as soon as possible, by calling the RAPP line             

1-877-952-7277 

Let us all work together so our wildlife stays wild, and 
we learn to coexist in harmony. 
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